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ItS a metal roof from ECl. And itb designed

EClS metal roofing panels are patterned
after those that were created in Renaissance
architecture. Panels that still protect the cas-

are ho through-th€-rOof fasteners.. ,The cost of a,metal.r€of is a true
lue
and

finerhomesand remodeling..,: :::::,, .:.::,.,:,,,

proJects.' For informatibn bn the Variety of styles,
colors and metals,ava,ilable;,write ECl,,i: . sirnple to installa metal roof in hours. There

Please send me more information on your metal roofing system.
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Project: Rio Vista Officc tiuilding
San I)icgo. California

..\rchitect: T-vler Holmes-l'eckman. Inc.
Consulting Engineer: Horst llergbr Partners

I'hotographer: I'aul G. IJeswick

Free Your
Imagination
with Vestar*
Architectural
Fabrics

Sculptural, free-form shapes possi-
ble with Vestar Architectural Fabrics
provide a new dimension in design
freedom. Vestar Arch itectural Fabrics
combine the excellent weathering prop-
erties of silicone with the strength arid
durability of fiberglass.And offera long
lasting, light weight, h ighly translucent
construction material.

Explore the dramatic potential of Vestar
fuchitectural Fabrics. Call Errol Foster-
Davis at t4l5) 490-9302.
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4291 Communications DrivelNorcross, Georgia 30093/(404) 923 -3818i Telex: 757031
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Elk
introduces a
new standard of
excellence
in the
art and
SC
of
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The a rt.
Prestiqueo Plus. Behold its exceptional
beauty. Notice how the subtle, random varia-
tions in depth and ttrickness play with light
and shadowlikeno
other shingle; how they
weave texture and
dimension reminiscent
of more expensive, but
less durable, alter-
natives. And just
imagine how Prestique
PIus can enhance both
the appearance and
value of virtually any structure, from the
finest, custom homes to the most prestigious
office parks. Yet it's not just the beauty that's
impressive. It's also the technolory behind
Prestique PIus.

The science.
hestiqueo Plus. Designed like no other
shingle. Its vitat layers of fiberglass and
asphalt are coated with weather resistant
granules not just on the top,
but also on the bottom
for extra thickness.
And therein lies the
true beauty of
hestique PIus. It not
only looks better than
ordinary stringles, it
handles easier and
protects better against
weathering and aging, as wel1.
So much better, in fact, that Elk backs
hestique Plus with a Limited 30 Plus 10
Year Warranty 

-alonger, more
comprehensive warranty than that
offered by any other fiberglass, orgarric or
wood shingle on the market. Pius, it's U.L.
Class "A" rated for fire resistance. And when
you consider that, along with its exceptional
beauty, it's easy to see why new Prestique PIus
is the standard by which aJ.l other premium
shingles will soon be judged.
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AMERICAN URBANISM

Monterey Design Conference '86

Asilomar Conference Center

February 28 to March 2

Sponsored by

The California Council.
The American Institute of Architects
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Neighborhood; Sonto Monico condos.

\X/hen I bought my house last fall,
I thought about the neighborhood only
in cosmetic terms. It struck me as a good
sign that nobody was dismantling a car
in the driveway. (Buddy didn't start to
rebuild his V-8 until I had acquired
my deed of trust.)

Although the houses were built in a

simpler time when one facade fit all, each
was customized over the years through
the festive application of the entire Mont-
gomery lWard exterior latex earthtone
palette, and the inventive use of landscape,
featuring the occasional ceramic flamingo.
The familiar lines still discernible amid
this rich decorative variety suggested a

comfortable genelogy, rather like the way
the Hapsburg nose conferred pedigree
before the age of rhinoplasty.

Soon after I moved in, I discovered
that the ancient concept of"neighbor-
hood" is as much about kinship as it is
about proximity of dwelling.

A demographic analyst would say that
my neighbors and I have very little in
common, and she'd be right. But we
share more than a floorplan and an infes-
tation of mistletoe in the Modesto ash.
Each of us has an individual attachment
to our private place that extends beyond
our lot lines to the common ground de-
lineated by a block long strip of asphalt.
\We meet on that common ground impul-
sively and, every no'il/ and then, to cele-
brate ritual occasions.

Most weekends, at least one household
rolls up its garage door and sets up shop
in the driveway. The sueet becomes a

bazaar. Commerce floods the neighbor-
hood with transient treasure hunters. The
neighbors congregrate to scbmooz. Some-
thing of value usually changes hands.

\fitren the seasons change or the current
issue of Sunset arrives, cultivation is the
common ground. Cuttings, bulbs, starter
sets are shuffled from garden to garden
with a rapidity that gives new meaning to

Common Ground

z

o;
o

the term "cross-pollinate." Baskets of
vegetables from Doris' garden suddenly
appear on the doorstep. Sunday evening
is animated by the lanky figure of Bert, as

he sorts through the legion of lawn bags
stacked curbside up and down the block,
and carts the "clean" debris away through
the twilight to fuel his compost pile.

Special events are an excuse for celebra-
tion by the neighbors who are, by and
large, party animals.The personal milestones

-Sally and Bill remodel the living room,
Mitchell goes to college-are observed in
individual homes. Since each house dupli-
cates the others' spatial arrangement,
these gatherings are subject to frequent
spells of deja uu. But the best party (with
the possible exception of my housewarm-
ing where, at I A.M., the neighbors formed
a conga line and bunny-hopped through
the backyard) was held on our common
ground. The neighorhood literally took
to the street this year to commemorate
the Fourth of July.

Excitement charges any day that unites
kids with fireworks, so the party had an
edge from the start. Food, drink and the
exchange of recipes filled a hazy after-
noon, punctuated by one or two bursts of
premature pyrotechnics. After dark, the
dads and big brothers got down to busi-
ness, unwrapping huge bagfuls of fire-
works and igniting them with the solemnity
of fire marshals or priests. Since few things
are as magical as skyrockets, we were all
fairly giddy when the dancing started.
Then Alex found a cache of spark-lers.

Neighborhood: Row cottoges, Oceonside.

No one in Alex's family is inclined to
skimp on exuberance, so all the sparklers
were lit and passed out among the dancers.
Soon the sreet was ablaze. Everyone,
from toddlers to grandmothers, spun
sparklers above their heads, and twirled
around each other chanting "born in the
USA" long after Springsteen's recorded
voice had moved on to other lyrics. The
scene might have inspired Thomas Hardy
or even Hunter Thompson. The moment
was archetypical. For us, it was a declara-
tion of unity, as well as independence.

My neighborhood is not the sort you'd
find featured in an architecture magazine
or documented in a film (although the
home video of the luau Dan and Verna
threw to initiate their new family room
has some remarkable footage). It's just
a sleepy little suburban street where four
generations of strangers live side by side.
As neighbors.

The neighborhoods people create are
the subject of this issue of Arcbitecture
California, thanks to Tim Street-Porter
who tossed out the idea as the topic of
our annual photo competition just before
he hopped a jet to Rome. The neighbor-
hoods featured in this issue-Normal
Heights, Mexico City, San Francisco,
Bethel Island-share a great deal of com-
mon ground. The efforts described here
to protect neighborhoods from the dis-
figuring impact of unchecked development,
to rebuild in the wake of devastating
natural disasters, to preserve human scale
and open space, are issues that concern
us all as neighbors in a global village.

MaryAnn dropped by the other night
to collect money for a Mexican relief
fund. "\7e have to help our neighbors,"
she said. $7hen she left, I picked up my
copy ofJohn Donne and reread:

"No man is an island, entire of itself
every man is a piece of the continent,
a part of the main . . ."
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On June 30,1985, the neighborhood of
Normal Heights was ravaged by the most
destructive fire in San Diego's history.
Over 80 homes were completely destroyed,
causing more than $8.5 million in damages,
and leaving over 200 people homeless.

In cooperation with the Normal Heights
Community Development Corporation
and the city of San Diego, the San Diego
Foundation of The American Institute of
Architects, San Diego Chapter sponsored
a community workshop program and
a design charrette session to help the
residents raise their neighborhood from
the ashes.

The Mountain View District is an older
(50 to 60 years) community of San Diego
with unique demographic statistics and
special conditions. Most residences were
underinsured or had replacement cost
coverage. The majority of the people did
not u/ant to rebuild the same 900- to
13O0-square-foot house that had rwo small
bedrooms, one bathroom, kitchen, dining
and living areas, and a single-car garuge.
Since their policies will not cover the cost
of building larger residences, they most
likely will need to obtain a SBA Disaster
Loan. Most of the existing residences
were within the three-foot sidevard set-
back required by the 1982 (Jntform Buitd
ing Code and current zoning standards.
No penerations (windows, doors) are
permitted within the setback by the build-
ing department, and all portions of the
sructure in the setback area are required
to be of one-hour fire-resistive construc-
tion. Rebuilding to these requirements
becomes very difficult when the typical
lot is only 40 to 50 feet wide. A majority
of the residents are senior citizens and
are unfamiliar with the processes of de-
velopment, design, construction, and
obtaining permits.

The charrette process enabled the
design team to identifi, all the key issues
and establish a methodology that focused
on the form-of-the-neighborhood and the
form-of-the-house. The rebuilding plan
for the neighborhood, based on the work-
shop program, concentrated on five envi-
ronmental issues:

. to rebuild within the framework of
the existing neighborhood character;

Eurned House, Normol Heights
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. to provide technical assistance and
documentation for the reconstruc-
tion process;

o to provide landscape guidelines that
will address the immediate need of
erosion control and ultimately of fire
suppression;

. to provide architectural guidelines
that will be consistent with and an
enhancement to the Mounrain View
District by identifuing porential
styles, materials, "image-ability," and
urban design considerations; and,

. to develop a land-use plan based on
the adopted community plan.

Specific features of the report include:
an implementation plan, the ABC's of
rebuilding, who to call, landscape and
architectural guidelines, do's and don'ts,
and a land-use plan for the community.

It was particularly important to com-
plete the report and have it in the hands
of the fire victims within 30 days after the
fire, in order to assure them that some-
thing was being done right away. Major
portions of the "Rebuilding Plan for
Normal Heights" were incorporated into
the community plan. In addition, Pardee
Development and Construction Company
donated over 70 mature palm trees (typi
cal of the neighborhood) to the residents.

The combined effort of 24 architects,
planners, and designers contributing over
1,500 hours in the 30-day period pro-
duced a valuable tool to rebuild the
Mountain View District into a distinctive
community and enhance all of Normal
Heights in the process.

-Josepb P. Martinez, AIA

Garrways ro SANJosE

Four monumental sculptural gateways
will be built at the entrance to downtown
San Jose through a civic arts program
conceived by the Dov/ntov/n \Torking
Review Committee and sponsored by the
San Jose Redevelopment Agency. The
purpose of the gateways "is to teach com-
munity values and commemorate the
communal past as art has historically
done," said Tom Aidala, principal archi-
tect for the redevelopment agency and
author of the gateway program.

The history of San Jose serves as the
theme for the gateways. Each sculpture
celebrates a specific economic era in the
city's evolution. "The four gateways are
columnar in nature, with a spreading
capital of agricultural and horticultural
products with which the valley has been
blessed," the program states. "The basic
structure and pedestal for the sculptures
will be crowned by a bound sheaf of
wheat, which is the city's seal."

The symbol representing each eco-

nomic era will be left open to the inter-
pretation of the sculptor, with the stipula-
tion that the piece be representational
rather than abstract. The selection com-
mittee that will choose the artists and the
metal foundry to cast the bronze pieces
includes Russell Moore, former director
of the San Jose Museum of Art; Nathan
Olivera from the art department at Stan-
ford University; Consuelo Killins of the
California Arts Council; and Tom Aidala.
The project will cost from 91.5 to g2

million.

Dr,src l.r CouprrrrroNs

The 1986 CCAIA Design Awards pro-
gram is now underway. All CCAIA mem-
bers are eligible to submit projects
located anywhere in the world, and all
AIA members are eligible to submit proj-
ects located in California. Projects must
have been completed on or after January
1,1979. Jurors for the CCAIA Design
Awards include Paul A. Kennon, FAIA,
president and design principal for CRS
Sirrine in Houston, Texas; Peter Papa-
demetriou, AIA, professor of architecture
at Rice University; and Tod \flilliams,
AIA, principal of Tod Villiams & Associ-
ates in NewYork. Deadline is December
16,1985. For further information, contact
Brook Ostrom at CCAIA, (916]1 448-9082.

An open, two-stage national design
competition for the development of a

10-acre urban open space along a major
edge of Houston's central business district
is being sponsored by Cenral Houston
Civic Improvement, Inc. and Rice Design
Alliance. The Sesquicentennial Park De-
sign Competition celebrates the birth of
Houston and Texas 150 years ago. Design
of the park offers an opportunity to create
a downtown waterfront respectful of the
natural systems of Buffalo Bayou, one-
quarter mile of which is on-site. The area
is proximate to Houston's cultural center.
Five first-stage winners will receive
$10,000 each and promotion to the sec-

ond stage. First prize is $20,000; second,

$10,000; third, $5,000; and two fourth
prizes of $2,500 each. Registration dead-
line is November 25,1985. Programs and
regisration forms are available for $2)
prepaid from Theodore Liebman, AIA;
Professional Adviser; c/o Central Hous-
ton Civic Improvement, Inc.; 2040 Two
Shell Plaza; Houston, TX 77002. Make
check payable to Central Houston Civic
Improvement, Inc.

Burx Busruns

The escalation of property value and
the population pressure squeezing Santa

Clara County have destroyed the village-
like character of many towns on the
Peninsula. Small-scale residential neigh-
borhoods are losing their proportion as

new homes increasingly are built to the
maximum size permitted under the local
ordinances. In Los Altos, a group of
residents called the Bulk Busters is deter-
mined to preserve the intimate scale of
their neighborhoods.

"The appearance of larger houses
started a groundswell of public opinion,"
said Richard Campbell, Los Altos Plan-
ning Commissioner. "Their size was inap-
propriate for the neighborhoods." A
typical older home in Los Altos covers
3,000 square feet, or 30 percent of the
typical 10,000-square-foot lot. Within
existing ordinances, a 6,000-square-foot
house can be built on that same lot,
boosting the FAR to 60 percent. Certain
that bigger is far from better, the Bulk
Busters prompted the city council to
dtaft a new ordinance to control the bulk
of buildings in residential neighborhoods.

The planning commission proposed a
"daylight plane" that sets a cap over a

piece of property beyond which a build-
ing or roof projection cannot extend. The
commission also is considering the adop-
tion of a 35 percent FAR. So faq the
daylight plane has been a success, accord-
ing to Campbell. "Most applications are
designed within the limitations," he said.
In the few instances where the plane was
exceeded, compliance was achieved by
simple modifications to the roofline or
dormers. Campbell reports that the day-
light plane probably will become a city
ordinance at the end of this year.

Housp Pr-aNrs BRrrr-p
h.gooon PorLutRNts

Several species of plants have been
found to cleanse the air of three poten-
tially dangerous chemicals commonly
found in the home-carbon monoxide,
nitrogen dioxide, and formaldehyde.
Researchers studying the removal of air
contaminants from sealed environments
at the National Space Technologies Labo-
ratories in Bay St. Louis, Mississippi,
discovered that the spider plant, the
golden pothos, the peace lily, and the
Chinese evergreen effectively filter pollut-
ants from the atmosphere through tiny
leaf openings called stomata. A common
spider plant sealed in a chamber with
12,975 micrograms of formaldehyde, rid
the chamber of 85 percent of the chemical
within 24 hours. The air-cleaning plants
share rwo characteristics: all require rela-
tively little light, and not one is a flower-
ing plant.
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The San Francisco University High
School Library was among five projects
selected to receive Awards of Excellence
for Library Architecture in the 11th Li-
brary Buildings Award Program spon-
sored jointly by The American Institute
of Architects and the American Library
Association.

The library was designed by Robert
Herman Asssociates Inc. of San Francisco
to create a human-scale orientation and
homelike comfort for students at a small
private school. Built on top of an existing
two-story steel and concrete auditorium,
the J200-square-foot library addition
contains both braced and movement-
resisting steel frames with long-span
girders.

The jury commented that the architect's
solution admirably plays off design ele-
ments of the original school building and
then deftly inserts a new level under the
recreational surface of the roof. The li-
brary plan layers stacks and study spaces
around an open center that may be uti
lized for gatherings or for individual study.
The librarian's work space is treated like
its own freestanding building in the center
of the space. The library is comfortable
and inviting for use by all. It features
a certain elegance and panache that estab-
lishes the space as a special domain within
the school environment.

Other recipients of the Award of Ex-
cellence were the Folger Shakespeare
Library in \Washington, D.C.; New York
University Graduate School of Business

Library; University of Michigan Law
Library, Ann Arbor; and the Vail (Colo-
rado) Public Library.

ExtnRrsnnESTRrAL Ancnrrscrune

NASA Ames Research Center has
awarded a 915,000 grant ro the Institute
for Future Studies at the Southern
California Institute of Architecture (SCI-
ARC) to develop alternative internal
design configurations for one of the living
modules in the planned NASA Space
Station. The project scope includes the

design of the wardroom, the galley and
associated activity areas, and the living
environment for the six-person crews
slated to occupy the space station for up
to 90 days. SCI-ARC faculty and graduate
students will conclude the study with the
construction of a full-sized mock-up of
the proposed design alternatives.

Dr,srcru Frnu
FrNar.lcral PEnronuaNCE IMpRovrNG

After declining for many years, the
financial health of design firms is improv-
ing. Profits and liquidity are up while
overhead rates are down, according to
the " 1985 Update: Financial Performance
Survey For Design Firms," published by
Birnberg & Associates, Design Profes-
sions Business Consultants in Chicago.

Profit before tax on net revenues after
discretionary distributions for bonuses
and profit sharing jumped to 3.7 percent,
up from 3.2 percent in 1984. Profit before
tax and after distributions on total reve-
nues rose to 3.0 percent from 2.4 percent
last year. For many firms that do not
customarily pay bonuses and profit shar-
ing and do not consider these a cost of
doing business, profit before tax and
distributions on net revenues rose to 8.1
percent in 1985, from 6.8 percent in 1984.

The overhead rate after discretionary
disributions has dropped, from 171 per-
cent (overhead as a percent of direct
labor) in 1984, to 163 percent. This figure
still exceeds the survey findings of155
percent in1982,145 percent in 1980, and
133 percent in 1978. Overhead before
discretionary distributions now stands at
151 percent, down from 156 percent in
1984.

The length of time required to collect
receivables decreased to 60 days, from 64
days in 1984. Only slightly more than
one-third (36.4 percent) of firms charge
interest on delinquent receivables. Those
firms that charge interest do so after a

median time of 30 days and at a median
rute of 1.5 percent per month. Just over
half (51.1 percent) regularly marked up
reimbursables and at a median rate of 10

percent over actual cost.
Copies of the complete survey are

available for $25 prepaid plus gl for
shipping. Contact Howard Birnberg,
Design Professions Business Consultants,
1905 North Halsted Street, Chicago, IL
60614, Or2) 661-D00.

Murrr-PunposE MoDULES
FoR THE Psysrcalry HaNorcappBn

A low-cost system of kitchen, groom
ing, office, and exercise modules has
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been designed for use by physically chal-
lenged persons u,ho want to live and
work independently.

"The movable, adjustable modules can
be custom-designed to fit the needs of a

wide range of users-and at a fraction of
the cost of ordinary home or office re-
modeling," says Berram Berenson, the
architect who designed the system. "Ret-
rofitting a typical kitchen for use by a
paraplegic can cost up to $10,000. \fith
one of these self-help modules, a com-
plete kitchen unit can be assembled for
less than $1,000."

Although the modules may have the
widest application in use by the mobility-
impaired, the needs of persons with
neurological and physiological deficits
also have been taken into account. "The
instructions for assembling the modules
will include adaptations for special
needs," Berenson explains. "The design
criteria for the kitchen unit, for example,
were based on the physical limitations of
a paraplegic. But the unit may also be
operated with a head or mouth stick."

To reduce costs and permit simple
alterations, Berenson used inexpensive
materials that are readily available in
lumber yards, fabric shops, and hardware
stores. The prototype modules' cubes
and rectangles are constructed of poly-
urethane-coated particle board, for exam-
ple, and the telescoping standard that
supports them is a modified hydraulic
automobile jack.

The design project was funded by the
!7orld Rehabilitation Fund and the Na-
tional Institute for Handicapped Re-
search, part of the U.S. Of6ce of Educa-
tion. Prototypes of the modules are now
being field-tested at the University of
\Wisconsin School of Medicine, Madison,
and the Santa Barbara Rehabilitation
Hospital. The system should be commer-
cially available next spring. For further
information, contact Bertram Berenson

^t 
(714) 626-30$.

Dalrpunss rN BUTLDTNGS

Excerpts from the best known Euro-
pean text on diagnosis and treatment of
dampness in buildings - Risanamento
lgienico dei Locali Umidi, by Giovanni
and Ippolito Massari, are now available
in English from the Association for Pres-
ervation Technology. Preservation archi-
tects involved in the analysis of moisture
in historic structures will find that this
selected material, including 54 diagrams
and photographs, provides a sound intro-
duction to the subject. To order, send
$5.50 to APT Publications, Department
7BNR, Box 2487, Station D, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada KlP r$f6.

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE INSURANCE BROKERS, INC.
Specrafsts in lnsurance and Prolessional Liability Loss Prevention lor Calilornia Architects
483 SEAP0BT CoUBT / SUTTE 'r01 / P0BT 0F REDWO0D C|TY, CA 94603 / (415)369.sS00

lS5 WliMq FEtErady
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BLOMBERG WINDOW SYSTEMS

MANUFACTURING THE FINEST OUALITY WINDOWS AND DOORS

1453 BLAIR AVE .SACRAMENTO. CA'95822

(916) 428.8060
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Gortz Court, Posodeno. Restorotion Archilect: Stefonos Polyzoides.

AnouNo rHE SrATE

CalrroRNra PnesrxvRrrot
FouuoRtror.r AvARDs

Gartz Court, built in the English
Craftsman style in 1910, received a

special award for Oursranding
Merit in the Third Annual California
Preservation Foundation Awards
Program. Gartz Court is believed to
be the oldest remaining bungalow
court in Pasadena, where the bunga-
low court concept of high-density
housing is thought ro have origi-
nated. The project was a joint
venture between the city of Pasa-

dena and Pasadena Heritage, with
Stefanos Polyzoides as restorarion
architect. An Honor Award for
adaptive reuse of the Moir Building
(1894) in San Jose was presented ro
Jerome King, AIA, architect; Robin-
son/Swenson Partnership, owner;
and Barry Swenson, builder. An
Honor Award for the interior resto-
ration of Home Federal Savings and
Loan (7927) in San Diego wenr ro
Buss, Silvers, Hughes Associares,
architect: Gale Perrie, IBD, inrerior
design; Home Capital, owner; and
Illig Construction and Sixteen
Penny Construction, builder. An
Honor Award for adaptive reuse
was given to Del Monte/Calpak
Plant No. tl (1925) in Sacramenro.
An Honor Award for adaptive reuse
for the Hubbard/Upson House
(1856) went to Bob McCabe and
Gary Herrlinger, architect; The
Castle, owner; and Shepard

Johnson, builder. An Honor Award

for historic rehabilitation for the

John McMullen House (1890) in
San Francisco was presented to
Arnold Lerner of the Foundation
for San Francisco's Architectural
Heritage, architect; Katherine and
Leroy Looper, owner; and CK
Consmuction and Transworld Con-
struction, builder. Jurors were
Milford Vayne Donaldson, AIA;
John E. Beach; Paul Gleye; Bruce

Judd, AIA; and George Siekkinen.

GARTZ COURT, Pasadena. Restora-

tion Atchitect: Stefanos Polyzoides.
Proiect team: Peter de Bretteville,
Stefanos Polyzoides, Ed Butian,
Kimon Onuma, Jury comment: To
avoid imminent demolition, Gattz
Court was moved two miles to
a neighborhood of single"family
low- to moderate-income housing
dating from the early 1900s thtough
the 1950s. The court was telocated
in exactly the same configuration
atound the centtal rose garden.
Historic Iandscape elements were
duplicated. Only minor changes
were made to the intetiors, which
were refutbished in original detail.
The resultant project ptovides six
units of moderate-income housing
and saves a historic landmark.

Los Axcu-ps
CoNsrnvaNcy Avanos

Tom Owen, a staff member of the
California History Departmenr in
the Los Angeles Central Library
was the only individual recognized
by the Los Angeles Conservancy in
its annual Preservation Awards
Program. Recipients of the awards
have demonstated exceptional
achievement in the preservation of
histotically signi6cant buildings or
sites, or have made a tangible and
important contribution to historic
preservation in Los Angeles. Owen
was honored as an indispensable
resource to cultural heritage re-
search for the information files he
developed on the Los Angeles built
environment. Among the projects
receiving Preservation Awards were
the Garfield Building in Los
Angeles, designed by Claud Beel-
mm in 1929, Charles Kober As-
sociates restoration architect;
Elizabeth Bard Professional Center,
a 1902 Mission Revival hospital in
Ventura rehabilitated by Thomas R.

Lee; the relocation and restoration
of the Gartz Court bungalows as

moderate-income housing, a joint
venture by the city of Pasadena and
Pasadena Heritage with restoration
architect Stefanos Polyzoides; the
Storer House, 1921, one of the five
concrete-block homes designed by
Frank Lloyd \X/right in Los Angeles,
Eric Wright restoration architect:
and J4 East Holly Street in

Pasadena, a small-scale vernacular
commerical building restored by
Robert H. Taylor, AIA. Jurors for
the Preservation Awards were Scott
Carde, AIA; Don Bowers; Robert S.

Harris, FAIA; Mel Green; Roger
Holt; and Ruthann Lehrer.

THE GARFIELD BUILDING,
Los Angeles. Architect: Claud
Beelman, 1929; Restoration Archi-
tect: Charles Kober Associates.

Jury comment: An important Art
Deco landmark, the 2O-foot-high
interior lobby is resplendent in
dark variegated marbles, intricately
carved ornament, and gleaming
silver and gold.

The Gorfield Building, Los Angeles. Architect; Cloud Beelmon, 1929. Restorotion Architect
Chorles Kober Associoles
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(ln An (h Yes! I am interested in clayblock and
brick fortall, slender wall construction.

n Send literature.

tr Send salesman, I have a proiect in mind.

Name

Title

Firm

Address

City
p-

Phone

a

ln Tall, [hnfur Walls

Now you can go much higher with the
beauty, strength and lasting value of
facebrick. At costs comparablc to can-
crete-even nframe and stucco.

Thc old UBC hh limitation
cttt. L new slenderness ratio
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24100 Orange Avenue
Perris, CA 9237 0 . Tl4 I 943-2911



Heath "Rim" - developed / 96/ - used ln hotels and restaurants slnce / 970

A BRIEF HISTORY

HEATH CERAMICS began after Edith Kiertzner Heath's one-woman
ceramic exhibition in 1944 at the Palace of the Legion of Honor
lr/useum in San Francisco. The pieces exhibited were sufficiently in-
teresting to prompt a buyer from a long-established specialty store in
San Francisco to purchase the entire exhibition for retail. For the
next three years Heath made dinnerware on the potter's wheel for
this store.

During this time, Edith Heath, in partnership with her husband, Brian,
continued to experiment with california clays and glaze materials
while developing small-scale manufacturing techniques to make na-
tional distribution possible.

This innovative process has continued through the years, with a
hands-on approach to designing and manufacturing. From it has
emerged Heath's retail line of dinnerware, restaurantware, and
award-winning (AlA Gold Medal, 1971) architectural tile. All are
custom-made, by 50 craftspersons in this small, family business in
scenic Sausalito, California.

HEATH
ceramics lnc. 400 Gate 5 Road o Sausatito, catifornia 94965 0 (415) gg2-g7g2
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Legislqtive Triu mph for Architects

Fnora rnr FLoon

ARcsrtpcts \WrN PenIrv oN BAE
eNo ClRRrrv LrRnrrrrv IssuEs

BvJavNrB MaoaMsa

After two years of preparation and a

long series of legislative struggles, the
CCAIA has moved rwo important bills
to the governor's desk where they were
signed into law to take effect January 1,

1986. The bills, SB 784 (Maddy) and SB

790 (Seymour), both camy provisions
that will significantly influence the prac-
tice of architecture in California.

SB 784 provides that architects and
engineers may not be held liable for fail-
ures resulting from change orders they
did not approve, nor are they required to
provide construction-observation services
unless specifically required in the contract
with the client. The bill was drafted to
deal with a common situation in which
design professionals often find them-
selves: when clients choose not to con-
tract for construction-observation ser-

vices, or seek unauthorized change orders
to save money, the architect or engineer
loses a significant and vital aspect of
control in the realization of a finished
project. Under prior law, it was possible
for the design professional to be held
liable for failures that result from these
choices, even though they had no choice
in the matter themselves. SB 784 relieves
the burden of this unfair assignment of
liablity.

"Even though SB 784 represents a

solution to only two aspects of the prob-
lems contributing to our liablity crisis, it
is a step in the right direction," said
CCAIA Vice President for Governmental
Relations, Ralph Bradshaw, AIA. "I'm
hopeful we can build on this success as

we continue to seek the roots of the prob-
lems and define appropriate solutions."

SB 790 is an "omnibus" measure that
deals with a variety of issues confronting
the practice. First, it clarifies the Practice
Act exemptions with regard to licensed
contractors and to storefronts, interior

Goueruor George Deukmejian
alterations, and additions. The clarifica-
tion was needed to ensure that local
building departments are aware of the
original intent of the law, which was that
conrractors may not design non-exempt
sructures simply because they are provid-
ing contracting services for those struc-
tures, and that unlicensed people may
not design storefronts, interior alterations
or room additions unless those projects
are non-structural in nature and have no
adverse effects on the public health and
safety.

Second, SB 790 "dovetails," or makes
identical, the exemptions to the Archi-
tects Practice Act and the Engineers
Practice Act, which define the areas
within which unlicensed people are per-
mitted to perform design services. Under
prior law, the two sets of exemptions
were different for several reasons that
have become obsolete. A good example
is that registered building designers were
permitted to practice in the differences
between the two sets of exemptions,
which is the only thing that distinguished
their practice from the practice available
to unlicensed people. Because of the
passage of AB 2196 (see below), there
will be no more registered building de-
signers as of January 1,1986. Making the
exemptions identical eliminates individual
and official confusion about what un-
licensed people are permitted to design.
(This provision used to be in AB 2313

[Condit] but that bill was stuck in a

Senate committee that failed to meet
before the end of the legislative session,
and its contents were rolled into SB 790.)

Third, SB 790 adds an architect mem-
ber to the Board of Architectural Examin-
ers, resulting in a lO-member board com-
posed of 6ve architects and five public
members. This provision represents a

significant accomplishment in that it
changes the existing public member
majority, which many feel will improve
the board's efforts to enforce the Practice
Act and license the profession. On two
previous occasions, CCAIA bills to re-es-
tablish the professional member majority
were sidetracked by legislators who
wanted additional appointment authority
over the board or who wanted to maintain
the public member majority but add
architectural expertise at the same time,
resulting in as many as six new proposed
members. Both bills previously were
vetoed at the governor's desk.

"\(/e are pleased that the governor saw
his way clear to sign SB 790, even though
it adds one person to the size of govern-
menr and might cost an exra $2,000,"
said CCAIA President Virgil Carter, AIA.
"\X/e worked hard to convince him that's
a minor tradeoff, considering the benefits
that additional architectural expertise
can bring to the BA-E."

Another bill signed into law, AB 2196
(Frazee), sponsored by the Board of Ar-
chitectural Examiners, provides that as of
January 1,1986, all current registered
building designers will become architects,
eliminating the registered building de-
signer title from state protection. Cur-
rently, there are an estimated 400 regis-
tered building designers actively practic-
ing, compared to about 14,000 California
architects. The enactment of this bill will
seriously discourage future attempts to
reopen the title and will eliminate confu-
sion about the difference between an
architect, a registered building designer,
and an unlicensed person.

"It's been a big year for the CCAIA
Governmental Relations program," said
Bradshaw. "$7e have resolved several
major issues, leaving us free to address
new problems like liability and tort re-
form."

Jayre Madamba is Director of Gouernmental Relalions for
tbe Calihrnia Council, Tbe Americtn lnstitute of Archi

tects.
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CEDAT rN Mexrco Crry

Bv CsnrsroPHER ARNoLD, AIA

At 7:18 A.M. on September 19,1985, an
earthquake with a Richter magnitude of
8.1 occurred off the Mexican Coast, 200
miles southwest of Mexico City. Rippling
through the soft ground of an old lake
bed upon which downtown Mexico City
was founded, the earthquake completely
destroyed some 60 large buildings, se-
verely damaged hundreds of others, injured
countless people and killed a number nor
yet totaled, but approaching 10,000. This
earthquake is by far the most devastating
to human life to strike North America
since the continent was populated; the
San Francisco earthquake of1906 killed
about 700 people, half of them by the
resulting fire.

In response to the disaster, the Cali-
fornia Council, The American Institute
of Architects sent a California Emergency
Design Assistance Team (CEDAT) to
Mexico City. Our mission was twofold: to
bring formal messages offering assistance
to the Mexican president, to the mayor of
Mexico City, and to our colleagues in the
Colegio de Architectos of Mexico City;
and to assess the nature of the disaster
from an architectural perspecrive, ro
learn what lessons it may have for archi,
tects in California and on the \West Coast.
Team members included CCAIA Presi-
dent Virgil Carter, AIA; Paul Neel, FAIA;

Christopher Arnold, AIA; and Del Hobbs,
AIA, president of the \Tashington Coun-
cil, The American Institute of Architects.

Flying into Mexico City, and approach-
ing one of greatest urban population
centers of the world (17 million inhabi-
tants), we made a sweep around the down-
town area. Familiar landmarks were clearly
visible-the green oasis of Chapultepec
Park, the 44-story Torree Latino Ameri-
cano, newer high-rises around the imme-
diate downtown area, and the great shells
of Candela's central market. Gray in the
afternoon light, Mexico City seemed its
normal, bustling self.

Driving toward downtown we began to
see evidence of the earthquake: some
broken glass, a curtain-wall building with
crumpled panels leaning against a stronger
building, a building whose top floors
collapsed onto itself, and cranes working
on a tangled mass of rubble. n0e stopped
our taxi and joined masked workers
poking delicately at the rubble of a hotel,
while cranes moved chunks of concrete,
and a quiet group of onlookers sat and
watched.

'We discovered an important paradox:
the most devastating earthquake to attack
North America since the San Francisco
earthquake of1906 still had not affected
the basic life of the city, and had not
resulted in area-wide destruction. The
earthquake sought out and destroyed
individual buildings but these buildings
represent a very small percentage of the
total building stock in Mexico City.

The damage, at first glance, seemed
random- an apparently undamaged
building stood near a collapsed tomb-
although we knew this was not so. The
reasons why one particular group of
buildings suffered heavy damage is well
understood. Records of ground motion
obtained at sites within the affected area
showed a strong shaking duration of
about 60 seconds (a very long duration;
the San Fernando, Cali{ornia earthquake
ofl97l lasted about 12 seconds), followed
by a long period of vibration of about
two seconds, which one would expect
from a distant earthquake and from the
soft soil of the old lake bed.lVhen the
period of vibration of the ground shaking
coincides with the natural vibration per-
iod of the building, great amplification
of motion within the building is likely.
This occurred at Mexico City because
buildings over about eight stories, depend-
ing on their construction and proportion,
had periods of vibration of approximately
rwo seconds.

Modern high-rises, predominantly
steel framed, generally have longer per-
iods of vibrating, and so are not subject
to such severe amplifications; they may
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TYPES OF BUILDING FAILURES
1. Upper floors collopse down on mid-level floors {most
common).
2. Lower floors collopse. Upper floors foll ond crush floors
below. In most coses lhe collopse wos totol. (Found most in
rigid, low 8 to l5 floor buildings.)
3. Mid-section collopse, lower ond upper floor remoin.
(Found in only {ew coses.}
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4. Building remoined, but suffered significont structurol ond
non-sfructurol domoge, such os exterior window wolls ond
non-lood beoring inlerior porlitions. ln mony boses
buildings were left grovely out of plumb.
5. "Soft" {loor building (lorge open spoces with minimum
wolls on lower floors).
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sway considerably, but will not come
apart. Older buildings in Mexico City are
predominantly reinforced concrete frames
(with no shear walls) with no ductility-
the ability of a material to distort but not
collapse, as is the case with steel. So the
long-period, long-duration motion in
Mexico City was amplified in these large
nonductile concrete-frame buildings and,
by an unfortunate combination of charac-
teristics, devastating damage resulted.

Although this large group of hazardous
buildings can be identified, only a small
percentage of them received devastating
damage. \X/hy, within this group. any
particular building suffered heavy dam-
age will need much research. In the Nuevo
Leon housin g area, where a l4-story hous-
ing unit totally collapsed, partially on its
side, it is possible to hypothesize on the
fatal combination of characteristics by
inspecting an adjoining identical unit that
still stands.

These tall, rectangular slabs were built
20 to 25 years ago. Their reinforced con-
crete columns looked too slender for
their task, and the reinforcing projecting
from shattered beams and columns looked
inadequate. A clear architectural weak-
ness u/as visible: the 6rst floors were
open, and heavy-braced infilled walls
ended at the second floor, introducing
a structural discontinuity. The total col-
Iapse of this building, and that of the

Juarez Hospital in which hundreds of
staff, patients and doctors were still en-
tombed when we were there, represented
the two worst incidents in the disaster.
The death toll from these rwo buildings
was still uncounted, but may be over
1,000. Visiting these scenes brought home
to us a new vision-the building as killer.

Unlike the Coalinga earthquake in
California in 1984, in which the unrein-
forced masonry buildings in downtown
were virtually wiped out, this earthquake
affected large architect- and engineer-
designed buildings. Small and medium
sized unreinforced masonry buildings
suffered little damage, except in an ad-
joining barrio atTepito, where buildings
are self-built and often virtually propped
together. Old Baroque churches stood
unharmed alongside shattered reinforced
concrete buildings; simple brick com-
mercial structures adjoined collapsed
reinforced-concrete hotels. These ma-
sonry buildings, which we found to re-
spond dangerously to short, sharp iolts in
Coalinga, rode unscathed over the long
period swell of this earthquake.

Although a considerable amount of
broken glass was visible in Mexico City,
the lack of such damage is more typical.
Huge glass curtain-wall stuctures stood
unscathed: the glass facade of the Latino

Americano tower, built in 1948, survived
serene and perfect. Once more this build-
ing vindicated the design philosophies of
its engineer and architect. But huge glass
store-front facades also stood unscathed.

Gn days after the earthquake the res-
cue teams seemed well organized. Tents,
emergency vehicles, and heavy equipment
used by the rescue workers covered city
parks and squares in neighborhoods that
experienced severe damage. Some of the
European rescue teams were on their way
home, and the Mexicans had settled into
the long task of demolition and removal.
In some areas tents and shelters had
appeared, in which Mexican families now
live, still close to their own neighborhoods.

Meanwhile life in Mexico City continues.
The government talks of reconstruction
and decentralization of government of-
fices hard hit by the damage. Planners
talk of demolishing Tepito and rebuilding
the Thieves Market, heavily damaged by
the earthquake. Both these moves meet
with resistance, partly because they have
long been proposed, and the earthquake
simply provided a convenient opportunity
for government planners to act. Nation-
ally and internationally the earthquake
aftermath has become a political football
game: estimates of replacement costs of
the damage run as high as $5 billion,
a disastrous sum for a country struggling
with high foreign debts.

For us, this brief visit showed a new
vision of the architect's responsibility.
One cannot see workers picking over
rubble for bodies without being moved
to a new sense of design responsibility.
\X/hile we architects are quick to claim
responsibility for buildings that give joy,

grace, and efficiency, are we also willing
to accept responsibility for death, and to
move to ensure that it will not happen in
the future? As people who know about
buildings and cities, our responsibilities
extend beyond design. In this disaster,
people looked to us for help as experts.
In Mexico City people seemed to under-
stand that we had come in a spirit of
sympathy and help, from the shouted
amigos from the taxi driver next to us,

to the nurses and young English-speaking
volunteers who asked us to evaluate their
cancer hospital ward for safety. \We were
not prepared to do this, but perhaps next
time we should be. 1We must be trained to
assess a building's safety without the
support of our consultants, and we must
find ways in which human needs can over-
ride issues of politics and legal liability.

Cbristopber Arnold, AIA is president of Building
Systems Deuelopment in San Mateo, and on the
editorial board ofEarrhquake Spectra, tbe pro-

fessional jotrnal of tbe Eartbquake Engineerixg
Reseatcb lt stitute.

Mid-lloor collopse, Hotel de Corlo.

Detoil, Hotel de Corlo.

E
Lower lloor collopse, seven-story commerciol building.

Disiorted gloss f roming
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Sqn Frqncisco's
Downtown PIqn

A Pnororvpr, roR CoNTnoLLED UnseN DEvEI-opN,rENr?

Bv Serrv rWooosRrocn

n September 17,1985, San Francisco's Mayor Diane
Feinstein signed into law one of the most publicized
and scrutinized pieces of planning legislation in this

country's history-the Downtown Plan. Although the plan is

now operative, controversy continues about its effects. Archi-
tects and critics alike question whether it will achieve its goal of
improving San Francisco's downtown architecture; real-estate
market analysts prophesy that it has assured Los Angeles's future
as the financial capital of the West; and slow-growth advocates
complain that it will do next to nothing to curb development.
All of the above could be true, but the plan may instead prove
to be a creative prototlpe for controlled urban development.

Overall, the Downtown Plan is conservative in the best sense

of the word. Its immediate achievement is a guarantee that the
parts of the city cherished by residents, tourists, shoppers, and
entertainment seekers in general will have sunny steets and an
old-shoe familiarity. Although the city's dramatic physical setting
is its greatest aesthetic asset, the combination of panoramic
views and distinctive, walkable neighborhoods has provided the
kind of urban excitement usually associated with Europe. The
tourist industry, a crucial part of the city's economic base, dates
from the Gold Rush era when San Francisco became both an
instant city and a major tourist attraction. The vastly expensive
preservation of the cable car system testifies to the public's
awareness of the importance of the past.

San Franciscans vote their convictions about the city's de-
velopment. \X/hether in stopping freeways or waterfront high-rise
buildings, residents have an impressive record of initiatives to
control urban form. In recent years these actions have concen-
trated on slowing growth as the means of preserving the city's
celebrated image. The strong political consensus on this issue
explains why the real-estate and development lobbies are weaker
here than in other comparable cities in the United States. A
perennial chamber of ctmmerce lament is for the lack of red-
carpet reception given to developers. The Downtown Plan re-
flects the voters' desire for stability, even for the status quo.

S7hen Richard Hedman, the city's principal urban design
planner, was drafting the height-and-bulk and open-space con-
trols for the Downtown Plan, he premised them on his convic-
tion that significant urban form entailed continuity with the
past and, therefore, the need to selectively preserve the past.
This conviction explains the importance given to preservation
in the plan. Most of the downtown's stock of historic buildings
dates from after the 1906 eanhquake and fire. Since most of the
buildings to be preserved are low-rise by today's standards, the
creation of six conservation districts stengthens the presence of
the past and ensures that sunlight will reach the sreets in these
important areas. Of all the groups that have lobbied their con-
cerns during the plan's two-year approval process, the preserva-
tionists are the most pleased. Having previously lost major bat-
tles, today they appear to have won the war.

Among the real-estate marketeers, there is a decided feeling
of loss. The rush to build before the plan took effect has de-
stabilized the market. The vacancy rate is climbing, and soon
San Francisco will have an over-supply of of6ce space when the
million-plus square footage of current consruction is completed.
San Francisco is not the only city facing this situation; vacancy
rates are already around 25 percent in Los Angeles. But the
threat of a negative absorption in San Francisco is greater. Devel-
opers'financial obligations under the plan to create housing,

Courlesy of the Son Froncisco Plonning Deporlmenl.

Floor oreo rotio, bui ding intensity in vorious districts
Courtesy of the Son Froncisco Plonning Deportment.
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The maior urban design features
of the Dowatown Plan arc sum-

marized below. (The plan iq,a6t
coriccrned with urban design as

civic art, with cteating vistas and
axes, or with redefining existing
public spaces.)

. Reduction of FARs in the C-l
Central Downtown Commercial
District from a maximum of
l"l:l to a tange between 9:l to
ir l.

'' ''! , -r-Er
-S + i

jfi 
"du.ti,rn 

oFbuiklirig he,gr,,S
i i lfilm a maximum d 700 teet

to 500-5i0 fcet. th{lattu onlv
-. - pcrmiusd in a speSlal district' 

south of Markct Srrccr rrcar

.,'1,"-t^" 
Bar={rqilaL 

* .,
. Height and bulk conrols io

produce smaller, more slender
towers with a maximum floor
plate of 17,000 square feet
that will step back at intervals
above base height to provide
sun acces$ and to recognize
the urban design value of a
sreet wall.

'iilffiilruIl;*::l"
pcuesrrran,,."u.f.",r" r'arr-
rorrnd strnlight fifing thc
noontime hours.

r Open space in nqw proiecrs.,-
coh3isting-of one square foot
for each 6fry square feet
of building area, plus con-
tributions from developers
to the Downlown Park Fund.

. Thc creation of new housing
areas in and near downtown.

. The preservation o[.1]2 signif-
icant buildings and the crc-

ation of six cofrservgtion
:rldistricts. T
. Transf'er of unJseficvclop:

mcnt rights from hisroric

- b uil{in gs,or frost- n-gu_epen
..=airteti dcvcloped withif the

plan, either within the zoning
district if other plan rules
permit or to the special de-
velopment district south of
Market Sreet,

. Developer contributions for
child care centers and iob
brokerage scrvices wirhin new
proiects.

I

-

I

I
, IIE

J

transit, artworks, a downtown park, and childcare centers
have added an estimated $11 per square foot to the cost of
their projects. Still, it is unlikely that developers will aban-
don this city, even in face of the draconian review process that
awaits new projects. As Piero Patri, FAIA observed, things have

not been getting easier for developers over the last 20 years.

Enough of them may concede that the price of doing business
in San Francisco is still affordable.

Pr,RprruarrNG A TRADrrroN oF VaRrp,o Fonlts

From the professional point of view, the issues of architecture
and urban design addressed in the Downtown Plan continue to
be controversial. Dean Macris, director of the San Francisco
Planning Department, and his principal staff members, Richard
Hedman and Lou Blazej, saw preserving the raditional urban
context as their mandate. Traditional, in this case, means the
pre-1970s skyline before the stand of squared-off towers south
of lower Market Street was built. A survey of downtown's archi-
tectural heritage conducted by Heritage (Foundation for the
Preservation of San Francisco's Architectural Heritage) gave top
ranking for preservation to nearly 300 buildings and secondary
rating to over 200 more, These ratings were adopted by the
planning department, but the figures have since been whittled
down to 250 ar,d 182, respectively.

lX/hat the older buildings suggested to Hedman was a variety
of forms and detail from top to bottom as expressed in roof and
belt cornices, ornamental projections, and the lively rhythms
of bays with pedestrian-scaled elements at the street level.
He found that the modern structures with strong horizontal
lines were in conflict with a hilly terrain. Dark-colored towers
violated the city's generally light-toned, Mediterranean palette.
The 1971 Master Plan's urban design element-a previous bench
mark in planning legislation-adopted height and bulk conrols
relating new buildings to the surrounding, existing patterns.
However, provisions implementing the policies proved too per-
missive. Bonuses to developers for plazas, convenience to transit,
and other amenities made possible the skyline resembling refrig-
erator cartons, which, in turn, produced shock and then revision.

The Downtown Plan's primary means of controlling density
and building form are through reduced height limits and FARs.

As things now stand, the lowering of the highes, o...riil'Jili-""'
FAR from 14:1 to 9:1 is complemented by reducing the area of
highest permitted heights and shifting downtown office expan-
sion south of Market Street. The new bulk controls will produce
smaller, more slender towers. In the language of the plan: 'All
buildings should be massed or otherwise designed or articulated
to create a visually distinctive termination of the building facade.
The intent is to return to the complex visual imagery of the sur-
rounding hillsides and to the complex architectural qualities of
older San Francisco buildings. However, this does not mean that
literal employment of historical detailing is encouraged, although
that may be called for in particular circumstances. rW4rat is de-
sired is the evolution of a San Francisco imagery that departs
from the austere, flat-top box-a facade cut off in space."

The effects of the new bulk conrols will be both aesthetic
and environmental. Faceted buildings do not generate the tortuous
wind speeds at ground level that bulky high-rise buildings do.
Sun-access criteria ensure that new buildings will not block light
from sidewalks in the Union Square area and other important
corridors such as Market, Kearny, New Montgomery, and Second
Streets during the critical lunchtime hours. These criteria are
stated, as the plan says, "in terms of the plane above which
a building across the street would cast shadows on the sidewalk.
That plane, described by the sun-access angle, also establishes
a maximum street wall height for the buildings."

Maintenance of the " street wall" is an important objective
of the urban form policy. \XAile the breaking of the traditional
tight relationship berween streets and buildings by means of
plazas used to be considered refreshing, many of those open
spaces now seem random and purposeless. The intensity of the
urban experience now appears to come more from the street
pattern itself. Exceptions are permissible, but, in general, con-
text is the determining factor. Open space is no longer a good
thing per se.

Belt cornices to terminate the building's base and thereby
provide spatial definition for the pedesrian are back in force.

'Whereas they used to be restricted in size and elaboration,
these elements are now encouraged to be bold. The old regula-
tionlproduced smooth, thin-walled buildings by measuring
gross floor area along the exterior face of the building. This area
now will be measured from the average line of the window glass.

Thus deep-set windows and projecting exterior ornament will

November/Decemberl985 ArchitectureCalifornia 19



The plan's requirements
for more expressive,
sculptured building
tops -popularly tetmed
"hats"-have drawn
more hoots and cat.
calls than eny other
feature of the plan.
Dan Solomon, FAIA
observed, "We used to
have crew-cuts; now
we have fancy hats-
but they're more fun to
design."

Comparison of previous
and new bulk conmols
in downtown San Ftan-
cisco. Reprinted from
Fundamentals of Urban
Design, by Richard
Hedman with Andrew
Jaszewski, Planners
Press, American Plan.
ning Association,
\ilashington, D.C.,
1984.

the new height
Loborotory, Un

Hots. Courtesy of the Son Froncisco Plonning Deportment.

Bulk Controls TNG' Exre.sion
M,x'mum,knp. rtmr.rer

, , illluu0u.{"unF,-
-rLrir,ir"r.r,-

ahcrnrc op I nr inale

UppcrTower
lh\trnrm lnlh or rJU rici

RrN Rnm rrmsr [ror,il
!r P1[r] !q tr \ytrl\,ul

Middlc Twa
Mrrihun ildri ol160 td

Eurm!6 smx. ,b.. iio

l97l Bulh CoDr.ols

ine with build out underSon Froncisco compores currenl
ond bulk controls. Studies courtesy of Peter Bosselmon, Environmentol Simulotion
iversily of Coli{ornio, Berkeley.
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The urban design con-
trols in the Downtown
Plan are flexible, as

well as proscriptive,
Set-back averaging, site
exemptions, vatiations
in base height, and
tradeoffs between height
and bulk and between
encroachments and
recesses all can be
creatively manipulated
to increase an atchitectt
design options under
the plan.

2Y4 VOLUME
REOUCNON OF
UPPEF IOWEA

FEAUIFED
SETBACK .

I

-'!r.

HEIGHT LIMIT

ffiEA OF
ETCAOACHfENT

40% voLuME
FEOUCTION OF1

UPPEB TOWEF

Trodeof{s. Couriesy o{ the Son Froncisco Plonning Deportmen

4
.*'.2

HEIGHT EXTENSION PERUITTED
IN RETUAN FON FEDUCED BULK
IN UPPEB TOWER

LOWEST LEVEL OF ,

ENCnOACHtENI -r/

RECESS

Method for compensoting volume encroochments ond recesses. Courtesy o{ Heller & teoke.
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Sunlight Access Mop. Courtesy of the Son Froncisco Plonning Deporlment.

EAST.WEST STREET NORTH-SOUTH STBEET
PM,

NORTH.SOUTH STREET
A.M.

Sun-Access Angles. Courtesy of the Son Froncisco Plonning Deportmenl

city buildings). Corporate use of art for self-promotion and
status purposes is by now a tradition in itself. From my observa-
tion, many rvorks of art procured for these purposes scarcely
reach beyond tokenism. They may tug at the corner of the eye,

but they are rarely integrated with the project in an uplifting
way. If these features achieve the integrated quality of those in,
say, the 1925 PacificTelephone & Telegraph Building or the1929
Shell Building, that will be cause to rejoice.

DBsTcN IN A PoLITICAL ARENA

An eleventh-hour political batde at the board of supervisor's
level over the growth issue produced a cap on annual develop-
ment of 950,000 square feet or 2.85 million square feet for the
next three years. (The mayor proposed the first figure; rwo
members of the board of supervisors had proposed lower caps

of 750,000 and 500,000 square feet.) The exemptions to the
cap-large mixed-use complexes such as Yerba Buena Gardens,
Mission Bay, and Executive Park, as well as a number of small
building projects such as Embarcadero Center \7est, the Hills
Brothers complex, tinity Plaza, and the International Hotel-
total millions of square feet. Furthermore, buildings under
50,000 square feet are exempt from the cap. In light of these
figures, many critics have concluded that the cap's effect will be
nil; downtown density will continue to multiply.

Yet there is a more insidious interpretation of the cap's effect.
First, approved projects have already just about used up the first
year's quota. Developers are in a state of understandable anxiety
over which projects will be chosen. The "beauty contest" that
will decide the winners is controlled by Dean Macris and his
staff. San Francisco Chronicle critic Allan Gmko has registered
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be wooed back to increase architectural plasticity. Although there
is a formula for calculating the height of the building's base, the
need for flexibility is acknowledged. Variations in base height
will be decided on a case-by-case basis in design review.

Architects are apprehensive about the bureaucratic design
review process, with some justification. The definition of the
camel as a horse made by committee is applicable to many
products of design review. The sheer multiplication of opinions
in design review is diluting. The temptation to try to accommo-
date every suggestion in the hope of terminating the hemorrhage
of time and money may prove disastrous. Although design re-
view may be useful in persuading tight-fisted clients that quality
design is their only passport to approval, the adversary nature
of the process militates against the relaxed atmosphere needed
for creativity.

The plan's requirements for more expressive, sculptured
building tops have drawn more hoots and cat-calls than other
features. "Hats" is the current nomenclature for these elements.
Designers' reactions are mixed. Dan Solomon, FAIA observed,
"\(/e used to have crew-cuts; now we have fancy hats-but
they're more fun to design."

The reactive urban form policy is meant to turn the design
process around so that buildings are designed much more from
the outside-in. Designers will have to cultivate an awareness of
the visual qualities of the buildings immediately adjacent to
their site as well as those on the general skyline. It should be a

very educational process and, in fact, the contextual approach
has been part of recent architectural education.

In recognition of the contribution of art to the quality of life,
the plan requires developers to invest one percent of the total
construction cost of a new project in artwork (rwo percent in

t

2

Comporolive onolysis for o 12,267 squore fool site.
Courlesy ol Heller & Leoke.

Comporolive protofypicol site/building onolysis {or 785 Morket Streel.
Courtesy of Heller & Leoke.
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.l00 
First Street. Archilecl: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Houston.

Consulionls: Heller & teoke.

the outrage felt by the design and developmenr community over
the planning director's unprecedented power. Even if Macris
uses his power responsibly-and many think he will-his suc-
cessors cannot be counted upon to follow suit.

As a way out of this predicament, Temko proposed the ap-
pointment of a panel of distinguished architects who would, as
he put it, give what's left of downtown an architectural chance.
Mayor Feinstein has accepted the recommendation. Upon sign-
ing the plan, she instructed the planning commission to establish
a panel of three to five members chosen from among the coun-
try's most outstanding architects. The panel will meet for an
annual review of individual projects.

Do architects see this action as bettering their lot? The answer
is no. Judgment by one's peers is not all it's cracked up to be.

Lven if unquestionably qualified people are appointed, will they
do their homework? And will they suspend their judgments in
favor of a conceptual understanding? In any case, thii is one
more hurdle in an already complex obstacle course.

A closer look at the approval system brings more cause for
alarm. Following the initial submission of the project's concepr
comes the environmental impact review period. During the
time-now running about a year-until the first public hearing
on the EIR draft report, architects carry our design develop-
ment. Following the hearing there typically has been 

" 
t*o- to

three-month period to respond ro comments, followed by a final
submission and approval of the project immediately thereafter.
Before the imposition of the cap it appeared that this process
would take less time under the new plan. Now there is no appar-
ent procedure for scheduling the 6nal round. The specter ofan
indeterminant waiting period conjures up a death-row image for
developers who have already spent considerable sums justlo
enter the process.

At this writing, it is too early to answer all the formidable
questions raised by the political process, but we can begin to
answer the question foremost in the minds of architects: lff4iat
will it be like to design under "The PIan?', As spokesman for
Heller & Leake, the only architectural firm to have brought a
project through the whole approval process, Jeff Heller, AIA
has high praise for the plan. Formerly a principal designer for
Kaplan Mclaughlin Diaz, Heller has worked within the plan,s
anticipated regulations on several building projects. By his ac-
count, the urban design controls are both sophisticated and
flexible. In answer to the charge that the new conrols will
merely p_rod_uce a new set of cookie-cutter buildings, Heller says
that the buildings he has worked on do not look alike. Once
architects become accustomed to working within the rules of
the Downtown Plan, he believes that they will be won over.

Heller points out that exceptions, or adjustmenrs, exist ro
the rules governing the ways in which buildings must step back
from the street wall as they rise. Set-back averaging and ihe
exception for buildings on sites less than 75 feet wlde offer
a variety of design options, as the graphics on page 22 illir.-
trate. Further creative opportunities lie in the design of build-
ings under 50,000 square feet, now exempt from iontrols.
Heller maintains that the smaller tov/ers mandated by the plan
harmonize better with older buildings. In recent decades
these compact buildings have not been economically attractive.
But now that the lid is on, they have a bright future.

Heaven knows, the city needs one.

524 Howord Slreet. Architecti Heller & Leoke.

i
I

Envelope onolysis, comporison diogrom for 100 Firsi Sireet. Courtesy oi Heller & Leoke.

Mossing studies, 100 First Street. Courtesy of Heller & Leoke

sally \voodbidge is an arcbitectare bistorian and. freelance uriter located in Berkeley.

she is vest coasr corleipondif,g editor for Progressive Architecture. Her recent book,

San Francisco, The Guide, uas publisbed it cooperation uitb AIA/San Fnrcisco.
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Neighborhoods

A Pnorocnepnv Couprrrtror.t

!f rhe entrants in this year's photography competi-

I tion are an accurate barometer, the character of
lcrlifornir's neighborhoods is undergoing a curi-
ous transformation. \X/here, one wonders, have all
the people gone?

\With few exceptions, the commentary on neigh-

borhoods focused on the built environment, rather
than on the living environment of which buildings
are a part. This probably reflects the tendency in

architectural photography to treat architecture as

a sculptural object rather than as a people space.

In fact, this tendency is precisely what we hoped
to overcome by selecting the neighborhood as the

subject of this cornpetition. What we saw instead

were mean streets, with the occasional human making

a token appearance as a focal point of alienation'
One juror remarked, "If these are neighborhoods,

we should stop making them."
Most entrants took the subject of neighborhoods

at face value, primarily recording residential scenes.

No one addressed the workplace as a neighborhood,
and only a few looked at the proximities inherent in
commercial and civic spaces. The richness of neigh-

borhoods existing in the natural environment wete
only peripherally considered. Those photographs
that did expand the dimension of neighborhoods
are among the prize winners.

A number of memorable images were passed over
because they simply were not good photographs.
A series of night views of \Testwood, for example,
particularly delighted the iury with their vibrant life,
yet lacked the technical discipline to qualify as

a prize winner. The iury felt that none of the color
submissions demonsrated technical excellence.

The photographers whose work appears on these

pages did more than point a camera and click
a shutter. They thought about what they saw, and

carefully eliminated extraneous elements to create

a precise photographic statement. \X/hat is captured
has the power of life observed.

The editiorial board of Architecture California
served as jury for the competition. \We will continue
to sponsor an annual photography competition to
encourage architects and the observant public to
comment on architecture through the medium of
photography. The subiect for next year's competition
is "architectural detail." Competition guidelines will
appear in upcoming isstes of Architecture Cali/ornia.

Frnsr Pnrzt-
Blacx & Wxtrr
VrsroNs FRoM LA MtsstoN
BnLr.av Sr., SaN Fu,Nctsco
PHotoGBnpHrR'
Fnreon Bnoroo
SnN FBnNcrsco

Jury comment: A sense o[ the
social interaction o[ the com-
munity is depicted in this photo-
graph. People have put their
stamp on the neighborhood in a

way not usually accomplished'
The architectural decoration and

cultural ttappings add interest to
the sffeet-an immediate rela-

tionship exists between the cars

and the people. Cars are a part
of most neighborhoods, a sort of
street furniture.
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Frpsr Pnlze -Colon
Ecno Pnnr, Los ANorLrs
PHoroccRpHrn,
Dluu WHrrrlrRo
Los ANorLrs

Jury comment: This artful com-
position captures the subiect of
the competition on many differ-
ent levels. The neighborhood is
put into its context as part of a
Iarger environment, of an ecosys-
tem. Visually and technically,
this photograph is in a different
class than the other entries, and
reflects a high level of thought by
the photographer.

Srcoro Pntzr-Colon
Rrpose, IMnRysvrrre
PHorocneplER, .J. ScouRKES
NzlanysvrLLr

Jury comment: This photograph
is thoughtful rather than exploita-
tive, showing that our aesthetic
sense has matured from the time
when the derelict was thought to
be picturesque. Although this is
the poorest neighborhood de-
picted in the competition, it is
the only place where we saw an
expression of real comfort. The
timeless quality of this photo-
graph awakens a nostalgia for
the sort of homey neighborhood
where people feel safe enough to
fall asleep on the front porch.
This entry provides a humane
contrast to the sterile neighbor.
hoods featured in other submis-
sions.
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Txrno Pnlze-Coron
ALLrv, SlNrn lvloNtce
PnorocnnpriER: DAVI D KIPLIN
SeNre MoNrcn

Jury comment: The photograph
turns the neighborhood inside
out, This surreal view of the
backside of a typical neighbor-
hood suggests that the alley may

be more interesting than the
street. The designer of these

simple buildings obviously saw
the potential for life in the alley
among the dumpsters and the
telephone poles. The alley is
reminiscent of a classic medieval
street. The presence of people is
strongly [elt, despite their ab-

sence in the PhotograPh.

Hoxonlslt Mtxrlox-
Colon
MRnrsn Eooe *2,
SaN FnnNctsco
PHoroonnptEB, NrtL HRnt
SnN FnnNclsco

Jury comment: The roof forms
speak to the contrasts of the ciry
the curious iuxtaposition of
buildings used for different
purposes,

Hoxonlet: Msxrtox-
Colon
Dr Jrsus SRNowtcnrs To Go,
Snn Jose
ProrocneplER, SrEVE KoLM
Los ALros

Jury comment: This neighbot'
hood may be more genteel than
the wrought iron suggests. Aftet
all, the telephone is still in the
telephone booth.
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Srcoro Pnrzr-
Bucr & Wxrrr
CrrvBoN RrrrNrny,
PorNr RrcHvoNo
PHoroGnRpHEB,
KrNrurrH Se<roucnr
Brn<rLey

Jury comment: The architecture
of tank farms is fantastic in the
true sense of that word, This
landscape photograph gives an
overview of all kinds of neighbor-
hoods, and speaks to the way
different structures are integrated
into the terrain. The photograph
is of such high quality that you
can almost smell the natural gas,

Tnrno Pnrzr-
Bracx & Wxlrr
Lorr BurLorNc. S,qN FnnNcrsco
PHorocReptER,
KeNNrrs Srrroucur
BeRrerrv

Jury comment: the photographer
has a marvelous eye for composi-
tion and captured an unusual
collection of graphic shapes. The
pavement lines are a gfeat com-
mentary,

HoNonagLe ltlknrrox-
Blecx & Wxlr:
SrBrer Cen SHe os, Dniy Crry
PHotocBRpHER,
KrNNrrl SErrcucHt
BrBrerey

Jury comment: Is a neighbor-
hood of trolleys called a clutch?
The ambiguous geomeries of
this photograph play up the
image of lgth-century technology.
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Drvgropt'ar,Nt rr,rvs rWprxeNn RrrRr,er

By JnNrcs Frllrp

fI veryone has a place they want to escape to," says Lloyd

H Pe.eira. "Bethel Island is our great escape." His senti-

I-lments are universally shared by other residents who
inhabit one of the few "urbanized" islands in the Delta area of
the San Joaquin and Sacramento rivers. Most of the islanders
preserve the recreational and open character of their community.
The R/UDAT Team-J. J. Champeaux, FAIA, chairman; com-
munity planner and developer David \( Ames; Stanley Keniston,
AIA; geotechnical engineer David Lourie, PE; sociologist Rich-
ard Madsen; and planning and development consultant Alan
Mallach-concluded " . . . there is little time in which to under-
take careful and systematic planning and implement serious
measures for more effectively controlling the extent, nature,
and pace of land development."

Residents rcalize their best hope of preserving the island as a

sanctuary depends upon their ability to control the area's inevit-
able growth. Local architect Constance Brady, AIA, backed by
the East Bay Chapter of The American Institute of Architects,
brought a RegionaVUrban Design Assistance Team (R/UDAI)
to Bethel Island this past summer to advise islanders on how to
preserve the recreational and open character of their community.
The R/UDAT Team-J. J. Champeaux, FAIA, chairman;
commu-nity planner and developer David $( Ames; Stanley

Keniston, AIA; geotechnical engineer David Lourie, PE; socio-

logist Rich-ard Madsen; and planning and development consul-

tant Alan Mallach-concluded " .. . there is little time in which
to under-take careful and systematic planning and implement
serious measures for more effectively controlling the extent,
nature, and pace of land development."

Since 1970, Contra Costa has been the fastest growing county

in the Bay Area. The once-distinguishable towns of ti7alnut

J0 ArchitectureCalifornia November/December 1985

Creek, Pleasanton, and Concord are melding into a continuous
regional center, dubbed ContraCostapolis by the local media,

that stretches to the north and east to Pittsburg, Antioch, and

Brenrwood. One-half million people live in the area now.

Around 6,500 building permits for new homes are issued annually'

The central core of Contra Costa County has become a com-

mercial center in its own right. Over l0 million square feet of
office space was built or under construction in the county in the

last decade, equalling half the square footage built in San Fran-

cisco's financial district since the 1960s. At least 20 percent of
the people who formerly commuted to work in San Francisco

or dakland now are employed within the county. The rat-race

is catching up with Bethel Island. The quiet weekend fishing

and recreation rereat is now within comfortable commuting
distance of a major employment center. No significant buffer of
open land remains between Bethel Island and ContraCostapolis's
uiban/suburban belt. According to the R/UDAI, "Bethel Island
finally has been reached by the development pressures engen-

dered by the Bay Area; the effects of those pressures will inev-
itably shape the future of the community."

THB IslaNn CoNJrrxr

Like most of its Delta neighbors, Bethel Island is technically
under water, resting ten feet below mean water level' An encir-
cling levee system, built by Chinese farm laborers in the early

1850s, protects the J,500-acre island from surrounding waters.

Lashing winter storms routinely break through Delta levees,

inundaiing farms and settlements, but Bethel Island's levee

system never has been breached. It is considered one of the

most stable and best maintained in the Delta system. The levee

forms the prominent edge for the island, and gives the single..

greatest definition of form to its built environment. 'Almost all

irrbanization in the area has taken place immediately adiacent

to the levees," the R/UDAI said. "From the air, development
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appears like a string of residential beads ringing the island,
leaving the extensive center open for agricultural use."

The rwo-lane timber bridge that connects the island to the
mainland is the nucleus for commercial development on Bethel
Island. The restaurants, shops, and services located at the bridge
form a "cluttered, somewhat 'funky' commercial district" that
lacks a unifuing building design criteria or signage, according to
the R/UDAT. "The streetscape is difficult to comprehend, does
not reinforce a clear parking scheme, and does not encourage
pedestrian flow:" In fact, pedesrrian and vehicular traffic are
brought face-to-fender at rhe bridge with perilious regularity.
Secondary commercial sites are emerging along the levees to
provide u,ater-oriented services.

The island's interior is comprised of wetlands and unstable
soil composed of soft peat overlaying silty sand. The wetlands
support local and migratory wildlife, and wetroot tolerant
species of grasses and trees. The water table is very high, and
ground-water quality is poor. (Since ground-water recharge
mechanisms are not well understood, the R/UDAT supporrs a

recommendation by the county geologist to establish an inde-
pendent ground-v/ater study group to assess the population
load that can be serviced by existing wells before the island is
endangered by subsidence or setrlement.) "The central area
establishes the non-urban, undeveloped character of an open
countryside," the VUDAI said. "This overall landscape percep-
tion is considered essential to island identity."

Although islanders are drawn togerher by their appreciation
of a particular environment and style of life, they "have no
srong common visions of their public responsibilities toward
one another," the R/UDAT said. Rather than a unified com-
munity, Bethel Island is "a mosaic of contending factions." The
permanent population of 2,500 falls roughly into three socio-
economic categories. A large contingent of retired or semi-
retired people from solid middle-class backgrounds forms the
political core on the island. Virtually none of these people are
members of ethnic minorities; mosr are over age 65. They are
especially adive in the island's many social clubs.

A younger elemenr is predominant in the visitors who swell
the weekend population upward to 10,000, but this group has
little influence in the island's affairs. In recent years, a younger
generation of permanent residences with school-age children
has settled on the island. This group generally is of modest
means, and does not actively participate in community affairs.

The few off-islanders who do wield influence in the commu-
nity are the owners of large land tracts in the island's interior.
These investors intend to develop the land to improve the qual-
ity of life on the island and to make a profit. ".When develop-
ment is over, Bethel Island will be Tieasure Island,', remarked
Bud \Teisenberg. Each landowner has a private scheme for
development of his property, primarily to provide residences for
middle- and upper-income working householders who commute
to work in ContraCostapolis. Most of these schemes propose ro
reconfigure the levee system ro create inland bodies of water
and hence multiply the options for waterfront development.
The R/UDAT found that, while no one scheme woulJ be harm-
ful, the cumulative impact of all schemes proposed would be to
eliminate all the island's open space, destroying the u/erlands
and the area's aesthetic quality.

Despite the residents' diversity, one idea surfaced again and
again during the public hearings held by the R/UDAT: that
"progress" should come to Bethel Island through gradual, reli-
able, conrolled growth that retains the peace and quiet, open
space and warer-orienred recreation which currently characterize
the island.
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Bethel Island Area Conceptual plan

R/UDAT Pnoposrs CoNcrpruar Pr-aN

"If development is permitted to turn Bethel Island into some-
thing largely indistinguishable from any other Bay Area suburb,
it may well lose its attractiveness and distinctiveness as a water-
oriented recreation community," the R/UDAT said in proposing
a conceptual plan for development of 35 percent of the island's
total acreage. Low density and the perception of openness are
critical elements in the plan.

The total potential housing demand for Bethel Island will hit
1,000 units by the year 2000, according to the R/UDAT estimate.
\7hile planned development is expected to upgrade the image
and market character of Bethel Island, the R/UDAT emphasized
that new development should not be priced out of the reach of
people similar to those now inhabiting the island. The concep-
tual plan proposes that existing street neighborhoods be pre-
served as social and physical areas, and that new development
be focused on the northwest sector of the island.

A combination of residential densities ranging from rwo to ten

dwelling units per acre is proposed for the 1,500 acres compris-
ing the north's/est sector. The residential area will be surrounded
by land reserved for a golf and tennis center. Appropriate com-

mercial development in this area would include a marina, motel,
restaurant, convenience store, chandlery, and possible public
campsite and public access points. The R/UDAT urged that
Bethel Island Road be reconfigured to channel visitor raffic
directly to public water recreation and boating areas. Property
that is not patt of the proposed harbor development will be

developed at a lower density of four units per acre.

To minimize the apparent density throughout the island, the
R/UDAT states that the natural features of the island's interior
which have been lost must be re-established. The R/UDAT
proposes identifying low, poorly drained areas and excavating
them to establish a new inland marsh habitat for wildlife, a new
drainage system, and a buffer zone between development areas.

The drainage system, which must be in place before substantial
grofih can occur, offers the potential of becoming an extensive

lake system, providing opportunities for additional inland
harbors and public access to waterways. Excavated fill placed

strategically in mounds to screen development areas also would
serve as a backup system to the existing levees.

Now most of the unbuilt land on the island is zoned for one

dwelling unit per 10 acres. Since the conceptual plan's density
and open space objectives unevenly affect each landowner,
the R/UDAI suggests a method to ensure equity among all
landowners. The R/UDAT proposes creating a land bank by
assessing property owners with substantial development oppor-
tunities and using the funds to buy land from those without
great development potential, and to buy wetlands outright.

Commercial development is expected to expand to service
a growing population. The R/UDAT recommends that commer-
cial activity be focused at the Island Center, and that the enuy
bridge to the island be reconfigured to improve pedestrian
circulation and reduce taffic hazards. Landscaping, signage

control, and in6ll building were suggested to enhance the visual
impact of the commercial zone.

IslaNopns Musr CoNrRoL TIIEIR DBsrrNv

"Decisions over the future of the island, and particularly
those governing which projects are to be approved and which
denied, are being made by a body that is remote both geograph-
ically and in terms of values and attitudes," the R{JDAT said,
referring to Contra Costa County's Department of Community
Development, Planning Commission, and Board of Supervisors.
"!(/e sensed a strong, nearly unanimous sentiment on the part of
residents of Bethel Island for greater control and for greater
involvement in decisions affecting their destiny."

Three avenues were suggested to increase the islanders' par-
ticipation in the decision-making processes affecting them.
First, the R/UDAT urges that the principles of the Contra Costa
County General Plan and the conceptual plan be translated into
a Specific Plan for Bethel Island. A Specific Plan is a precise
plan to conrol the nature and extent of development, and in-
cludes issues such as land use and location ofopen space; develop-
ment of facilities such as transportation, sewage, wateq drainage,
solid-waste disposal and energy; and standards for development
and preservation of natural resources. The R/UDAI warns that
the Specific Plan must be totally independent from manipulation
by developers, and suggests that it be funded by donations from
the public sector that would be reimbursed by assessments

on developers making application under the Specific Plan.

Second, the R/UDAT recommends creation of a Bethel Island
Municipal Advisory Council, elected by islanders, to coordinate
efforts within the community and with the county. This group
would enable the community "to speak effectively as one on
issues of importance in its dealings with the outside world."

Finally, the R/UDAT urges that formal approval responsibility
for development in the east county area be vested in a reconsti-
tuted East Diablo Planning Advisory Committee, to be comprised
of representatives from throughout the East Diablo area, includ-
ing Bethel Island. "Such a body will be far more responsive
to legitimate concerns of the community, by virtue of their
proximity and intimate familiarity with the area, than is neces-

sarily the case with the current county planning commission,"
the R/UDAT said.

Altering the decision-making process at the county level was

deemed the bottom line in Bethel Island's bid to conrol develop-
ment. The R/UDAT concluded that Bethel Island and the entite
East Diablo area are "at the whim of site-specific permit deci-

sions on land uses without the benefit of proper contextual
considerations. To continue such a state of regional decision
making can only be seen as irresponsible county government."
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Janice Fillip is editor of Lrchitecture California.



"The day they move in, all they have to do is plug
in their phones and they're hooked into one of the
most flexible and cost-efficient systems available...
CENTREX from Pacific Bell.lt gives my tenants a
state-of-the-art system at a price they can live with.
It also gives them over 40 time- and money-saving
features. And lets them add or subtract features as
their needs change.

"I chose CEI{TREX over a PBXS
"Sure, I thought about putting in a PBX-one of

those on-premise systems you hear about. But with
a PBX you've got to buy all the switching hardware up
front, install and maintain it yourself. And if what
you've got turns out to be too little or too much for
your tenants' needs,you're stuck with it.

"CENTREX is different.The switch is at Pacific Bell's
central of{ice, so there's no wasted floor space. No
extra insurance. No hassles with repairs and upkeep.
And with CENTREX I can get a multi-tenant system
that's only as large as my tenants want, so I'm paying
only for what I actually need.

"Workingwith Pacific Bell was a pleasurel'
"One of their multi-tenant specialists showed us

how to figure out exactly what we needed. And one
of their BIC engineers helped us design the risers,
even assisted on the blueprints.

'And here's something else I like.When I equip a
building for CENTREX, lrve made it capable oi u...s-
ing a whole range of hi-tech services-like voice mail,
video teleconferencing and data transmission. And
when other services become available in the years
ahead, my buildings will be ready for them.

-. *s;:,lJ *",:.$Jl, li,'3i'H'; "- I Iway to creating the'lntel
Buildings' of the future.l

fi:?ITi.T.iY:ffi?If,ffi I3tT" J J
Paclfic Bell's multi-tenant communications
services can help your buitdin[s ffll up fast. For
more informatlon on how to equip a ndw building
or retrofit an older one, or to tafto a Facific Be[
multi-tenant speclalist, in Californla call toll.free:
t 800 622-0735, Ext.616
Outside of Californiacall I 800 222-1699.Ext.616
or write us at: Business Communications Center,
620 Folsom $., Suite 305, San Francisco, CA g4l07

PACIFICxeTLL*
A Pacific Telesis Company

Howto build on intelligent building: #l in o series.
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LIFETILE'

r Hlghest quallty
o Hnest servlce
Fire safe, high clensity
extruded concrete
roofing tile

available l1ow,..
updatecl Technical
Bulletins.

.\;

l-ake Wales, FL 33859'0632 .813/676-4{}29
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Beyond Technology,
the Study of Vqlues

EoucnrroN

\WHar rs wonru rorNc?

Bv Anrnun E. Sraups III, Pu.D., AIA

Some important issues in architectural
education have been circulating recently
at the national level. The rwo issues,
which are closely related, are projecting
the future from technology alone, and
whether we should teach architects
ro think or act. These issues are impor-
tant and deserve more consideration
than they are atracting in the current
discussion.

The issue of projecting the future from
technology alone was raised by the vision
of "telespherization" in which, among
other things, homes will become telecom-
munications centers, buildings will inter-
act with their ambient environments
and with their occupants, and the need
for office buildings will be eliminated.
This vision claims that the world is
moving away from the social forms of
industrialization.

Architects are wise to take these projec-
tions with a gratn of salt. Brief glances
through computer journals lke PC.World
or through Sueet's Catalog show that we
already do have the technology to turn
the house into a telecommunications
center and a building into a mechanical
nanny. The question is whether this tech-
nological capacity is a sufficient condition
to eliminate the need for office buildings
or to change the basic forms of our soci-
ety. If so, we should emphasize informa-
tion about technology in our educational
system; if not, we should include other
types of information in our education.

I suggest that technological capacity is
not a sufficient condition for understand-
ing the future. Thke the issue of the need
for office buildings. Social-science re-
search suggests that communication is
most effective when the participants have
the widest variety of ways of sending
messages to each other. Personal ptesence
is best, because we can use words, pos-
ture, physical distance, body language,

and timing to communicate. A telephone
is limited to voice and timing, while
a letter can be verbal or visual, but
does not allow for immediate feedback.
A person who works at home through
a computer will have highly restricted
communication capacities. Businessmen
know that personal presence is absolutely
necessary; witness the rise of the central
business district office space in spite of
telecommunications capacities. Or take
the case of the academic community,
which is distributed over space in much
the same way as a "telespherized" society
would be. It would seem that physical
propinquity is not a major need. But the
research on the "non-place community"
suggests otherwise: the living core of
the academic community is the mutual
physical presence of scientists at informal
meetings at highly specified physical
locations.

People have communication needs
that are not satisfied by mere data trans-
mission. If we want to understand those
needs, we will have to look beyond tech-
nological capacity. This thought has oc-
curred to others, of course. The current
thinking in marketing research, for ex-
ample, is based on a redefinition of social
classes defined by their values and life-
styles.l Arnold Mitchell's work suggests
that one-third of the American public are
"belongers" -people who value commu-
nity over almost anything else. Only about
20 percent of the people have "inner-
directed" lifestyles that might fit in
a "telespherized" society.

The point is that information about
values is necessary to anticipate the effects
of design. This statement seems trivial
until one tries to apply it. Application of
value judgments in design requires some
familiarity with both ends (values) and
means (technology). As C.P. Snow pointed
out in the late 19)0s, it is common to find
technologists who are proud of not know-
ing about the humanities, and humanitists
who are proud of not being able to
add and subtract.2 More recently the
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Iead article in the National Academy of
Science's new journal lssues in Science
and Tbchnology noted that although tech-
nology is once again perceived as the
source of solutions (public support for
science had slipped to 52 percent in the
mid-1970s), science would not be able to
provide the solutions unless it also ad-
dressed issues of value.l The implications
are that information about technology is
not a sufficient basis for design, and that
if the architecrural community wants to
stay even with the scientific community,
we will have to start including the study
of values in our education and practice.

To THrNtx oR To

The second issue is whether we should
teach students to think or to act. This
issue has been discussed tn Architecture
(August 1984, page 36 and October 1984,
page 8), and currently is under considera-
tion by the national AIA Committee of
Architects in Education. The problem
here is that the formulation of the issue
has the unfortunate quality of precluding
a solution. If we want to get an answer,
we must first rephrase the question.

As it stands, the issue forces us to
choose berween thought and action. It is
highly doubtful that such a choice is
meant to be taken literally; who wants an
architect who acts thoughtlessly? In the
AIA committee rhe problem was reinrer-
preted in terms of entry-level job training
(lettering, drafting, detailing, specification
writing, etc.) and a liberal-arts education.
The liberal arts are those parts of educa-
tion that were considered to be worthv of
a free man, as opposed to servile o. #-
chanical duties. In 1400 the liberal arts
were grammar, rhetoric, logic, arithmetic,
geometryr music and astronomy; today
they might be better characterized as ihe
humanities. \7e now have a concrere
issue: How much of the architectural
cumiculum should cover the humanities?
But even this choice forces an unwanted
division berween technique and purpose.
This division has the tangible foim of
schizophrenia in the design curriculum:
academics give lecture classes, designers
give studios, and seldom the twain shall
meet.a V/hy? Because we still think in
terms of a choice between thought and
action. But suppose we change our ques-
tion to something like: How should we
think about our acrs? If we can answer
that question, we will have a way of unifir-
ing thought and action.

Thke the specific case of the judgments
required in a design studio. Some deci-
sions are relatively easy, such as how
much insulation is required for an R-19
rating, or which structural system will

AA&C HAS A
P IAL MACHINE

TO PAY YOUR CLAIMS

IT'S CALLED A PE ON
AA&C's claims service features "real people,, who
''care" - a lot. Files are kept by family name, not a
number, and claims are processed within 4g hours
of receipt by AA&C. All of our analysts have been
trained in-house because those who had outside
experience couldn't give the personalized, caring
service that our clients demand. Each analyst triei
to find ways to "pay" claims, not to deny them,
which is why 99.SVo of the CCAIA claims are paid
vs. the normal 90Vo.

For further information, please contact the CCAIA
Group Insurance Service Organization:

c

Association Administrators & Consultants, Inc.
19000 MacArthur Boulevard, Suite 500

Irvine, California gZZLs

(714lr 833-0673 Coltect
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And a few old ones.

27 New Commercial ldeas
in Cedar. Free.

Yours free for the asking. A unique collection of cedar shake and
shingle clad shopping centers, schools, restaurants, office
buildings, banks and a spiritual center. All in irresistably

warm, beautiful and natural living color. Send for it:
27 New Commercial ldeas,

Suite 275, 515-l16th Avenue N.E., Bellevue, WA 98004.
Or use the reader service number

Respond.
Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau

Ghanler Zalufo
ARCHITECTURAL
ILLUSTRATION

285 E Maln Street, Sulte 5
Tlrsdn, CA926aO

l7rtt 73r-3:t66
.INK & COLOR

.OPAOUE WATERCOLOR
. COMMERCIAL- RESIDENTIAL

. INTERIOR-EXTERIOR

CLAS IFIED
Arch itecture Cal ifornia now accepts
Classified Advertisements for po-
sitions available, positions wanted,
services, business opportunities
and miscellaneous.

Rates: 800 per word, $40 minimum.
Payment must accompany the clas-
sified ad copy.

Address all ad orders to Classified
Ad Department, Architecture Cali-
fornia, 1303 J Street, Suite 200.
Sacramento, California 958'14.

Phone: (916)448-9082.

Relocation

LAND STUDIO, landscape architects and ur
ban designers, has expanded and relocated
its offices to downtown San Diego near Hor-

ton Plaza. The lirm renovated a warehouse/
art gallery where earlier this year they ex-

hibited their environmental piece, "City For-

est." New address: 419 West G Street, San

Diego, CA 92101, (619) 234-5403.
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cost the least. These decisions are deter-
mined by technological factors. Other
decisions-the ones typically the hardest
to make-are not determined by tech-
nology. These decisions generally involve
a determination of goodness. For example,
an architect usually is interested in decid-
ing whether a given building is a "good"
one. Is the Bank of America in San Fran-
cisco a good building? Are high-rise
buildings good? Thke another case: Mak-
ing design rade-offs requires a decision
regarding which alternative is "better"
than the others. Is it better to have a solar
house or a usable south patio? Are two
bedrooms better than one bedroom and
a famlly room? Thke a third case: In large-
scale enterprises people often attempt
the "best" solutions by examining eco-
nomic costs. But what is the economic
cost of a project like Mission Bay in San
Francisco?

All these judgments are based on the
criterion of "goodness." \flithout some
conception of goodness, an architect has

no reason upon which to select his actions.
Moreover, there are a gteat many concep-
tions of goodness floating around, but
very few suggest that mere technological
possiblity is a sufficient reason for iudging
something to be good. Another criterion

-one that is not based on the possibilities
of technology-is required.

\flhat I would like to suggest (finally) is

simply this: There is a field of knowledge
thai deals explicitly with the unification
of thought and action. The core question
is, what is worth doing? That field is

ethics, and its purpose is to investigate
the subject of goodness. \7hat is missing
in architectural education-and what is
causing all the cument flap about thought
and action-is design ethics.

Tns Punsurr oF ETHICS

The academic pursuit of ethics is rela-
tively straightforward. First, the prelimi-
nary issues would be discussed: whether
ethical iudgments are merely personal
opinions, or expressions of particular
societies, or something more general;
whether there is a difference between
ethical and aesthetic judgments; whether
man is completely determined by tech-
nical and economic factors, or whether
he is capable of thinking (and acting)
from other principles. These questions
lead to a conception of freedom which is

conducive to design. Once aware of this
freedom of choice, students can investi-
gate the implications of applying ethics
io different issues. For instance, people
interested in choosing a good lifestyle
can begin with Adler.s Grand concep-
tions of goodness are listed 'tn the Inter-
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national Bill of Human Rigbts6 and, of
€ourse, there are the classics: Aristotle's
Etbica Nicomacbea andKant's Critique of
Practical Reason. Class assignment is
easy: write a paper outlining what is
worth doing and how one might go about
doing it. (\X/riting the paper is a little
harder.)

The studio pursuit of ethics is tricky
but not impossible. The central issues
are, r0flhat is worth doing? (ends), and,
How can we do it? (means). \Vhat is
necessary here is to have the students
outline what they think is worth doing
for a given project, execute the project,
and then repeat the process with a differ-
ent ethic. For instance, one could adopt
a design ethic of matching one of the
lifestyles from Mitchell's book, and then
do a housing project based on that ethic.
On the second pass, a naturalistic ethic
could be used. The design differences
would be dramatic and hence would
highlight the effects of ethics in the design
process. Or one could adopt the classic
virtues of friendship and community and
try to design a building that would sup-
port that ethic. The point is that it is

perfectly possible to reconcile thought
and action in a studio. There is ample
material with which to work; we have
only to go out and get it!

In the beginning of this article I sug-
gested that the two issues of technological
forecasting and reconciling thought and
action were closely related. The relation-
ship is simple: Anticipation of conse-
quences is required for both technological
forecasting and for architectural design.
We cannot anticipate the consequences
of our acts without having knowledge of
both fact and values. The study of what
is worthy of a man with free choice
(i.e., the liberal arts, especially ethics)
is required for effective design.
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He already has.
With atrtomatic FireGuard doors.

Codes requiring elevator lobby
separalion, occupancy and area
separation no longer need be
stumbling blocks to open, creative
design. With Won-Door FireGuard
doors, one of the most effective fire
protection systems available can
now be totally hidden within the
wall. No more need for side-hinged
swinging doors blocked open, or
tiny, boxed-in elevator lobbies.

FireGuard doors mean beautiful
lobbys remain beautiful. Even open
floor designs are possible since, in
an emergency, FireGuard actually
creates a lobby where none before
existed.

Marching pockel covet doors completely hide
lirc doo6 taofr yiew- Doots opehle auto-
nalically od back-up DC powet supply and
are actiyaled by any slandatd sfroke alam.

Contact your Won-Door dealer or call toll-free
800 453-8494 for additional information.

Firldlurrrd folding fbe doors.
Proteaing life, proptrty and
beauti ful lruiW ing de.s ign.

Won-Door Corporation
1865 South 3480 West, Salt Lake City, Utah 84104
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This great stone face
heads a large family of energ:f-saving

panels fromIPS.

The face belongs to our unique Rockwall" factory-
insulated steel panelwith an exterior coating of

seams are high above run-off, and installation
is simple.

Our EWP exterior wall panel with hidden clips
qives a building a contemporary look by making
iraximum use bf shadows and flat surfaces to create
a custom wall effect. And you can use our RWP panel,
which has a more conventional ribbed profile, both as

a wall panel and as a roof panel.
On the inside of your building, our

interior partition panels will let you
separate air conditioned offices from
manufacturing space. Or cold storage
areas f rom noncritical temperature areas.

Save your energy. Give us a call or
drop us a line for more details on the full
line of IPS factory-insulated steel panels.

Any
of panel

one of our complete range
systems can cut your

!nsulated Panel
P O. Box

Systems, lnc.
650189

Houston, Texas 77065-0189
71 3/896-8700
Telex 763-246

energy costs. And look good doing it.
The IPS SSP standing seam roof

panel, for example, is the ultimate in
commercial roof design. No through-
the-roof fisteners are used, the
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